
Together, Quisitive and Board are helping organizations 
achieve end-to-end financial and operational excellence—
creating value across the organization and empowering faster 
and more precise insights for critical decision-making.

In the ever-evolving landscape of finance and operations, Quisitive and Board 
are poised to redefine your organization’s journey toward excellence. Our 
alliance is built on a foundation of innovation, expertise, and a shared vision 
to empower organizations like yours with end-to-end financial solutions. 
Together, we seamlessly integrate cloud enablement and intelligent planning 
to unlock a world of possibilities and drive superior business outcomes.

Comprehensive Visibility with Cloud Enablement: Quisitive’s expertise in cutting-edge 
Cloud ERP solutions, like Microsoft Dynamics 365, provides a panoramic view of your 
data landscape. Seamlessly integrated with Board’s Intelligent Planning Platform, we 
empower your executives with unprecedented control over the entire planning process, 
leading to enhanced operational efficiencies and informed financial decision-making.

Preferred Partners with Microsoft: With over a decade of joint innovation and 
expertise, both Quisitive and Board are trusted Microsoft partners. Leveraging 
Microsoft’s Industry Cloud solutions, we offer a transformative shift from legacy ERP and 
reporting systems, driving your organization toward modern excellence.
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Unified Platform: Accelerate your journey by migrating legacy ERP and Reporting 
Systems into an integrated platform for a streamlined experience.

Enterprise Data Aggregation: Seamlessly aggregate data from every corner of your 
organization, from the C-Suite to Finance, Demand, Supply Chain, and S&OP.

Enhanced Efficiency: Witness improvements in operational efficiencies and a 
significant boost in system and application interoperability.

Game-Changing Innovation: Experience the industry’s game-changer—Quisitive’s 
Dynamics 365 Trial Balance Extractor—for effortless trial balance data extraction and 
to unite Dynamics 365 F&O tables into Board’s powerful planning engine.

Seamless Upgrades: Elevate the user experience with a smooth upgrade from 
Dynamics AX to Dynamics 365, giving you control and ease in the transition.

Unlock the Full Potential: Explore the full potential of Microsoft Azure with Open 
AI, ChatGPT, Azure Cognitive Services, and more. It’s a world of possibilities at your 
fingertips.
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About Quisitive
Quisitive is a global Microsoft partner at the forefront of harnessing the Microsoft cloud platform and complementary technologies like 
Board to drive transformational impact for enterprises across the globe. With over 30 years of experience in FP&A consulting and over a 
decade of partnering with Board, we know what it takes to create value and drive impact from the office of finance. With a presence in 
seventeen employee hubs worldwide, Quisitive is here to make your digital transformation journey successful.  
Learn more at www.Quisitive.com/board.  

About Board
Board’s Intelligent Planning Platform delivers solutions that help over 2,000 organizations worldwide plan smarter—enabling actionable 
insights and better outcomes. Board helps leading enterprises discover crucial insights which drive business decisions and unify strategy, 
finance, and operations through more integrated and intelligent planning to achieve full control of performance. Partnering with Board, 
global enterprises such as H&M, BASF, Burberry, Toyota, Coca-Cola, KPMG, and HSBC have digitally transformed their planning processes. 

Founded in 1994, and now with 25 offices worldwide, Board is recognized by leading analysts including BARC, Gartner, and IDC. 
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